NORTH CAROLINA CENTRAL UNIVERSITY

ONE HUNDRED FORTY-FIRST COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
BACCALAUREATE PROGRAM

SATURDAY, MAY 6, 2023 • 8 A.M.
MCDougald – McLENDON ARENA

CHANCELLOR JOHNSON O. AKINLEYE, PRESIDING

Faculty Processional: Trumpet Voluntary ................................................................. Jeremiah Clark
Celebrants Processional: Pomp and Circumstance ............................................... Sir Edward Elgar
Presentation of the Colors ......................................................................................... ROTC Honor Guard
National Anthem ........................................................................................................ John Stafford Smith
Mr. Jared Little ’23, Tenor
Opening Statement ...................................................................................................... Dr. Shauntae B. White
University Marshal
Welcome ...................................................................................................................... Chancellor Akinleye
Reflections ................................................................................................................. The Rev. Nichole Harris Glover
Assistant Minister, St. Matthew Baptist Church, Raleigh
Greetings ...................................................................................................................... Dr. Pearl Burris-Floyd
Member, University of North Carolina Board of Governors
Ms. Oita Coleman
Secretary, NCCU Board of Trustees
Ms. Cholé Bullard
President, Senior Class
Recognition of Platform Guests, Retirees and Other Guests ...................................... Chancellor Akinleye

Keep Your Lamps ...................................................................................................... arr. by Andre Thomas
Mr. Grover Wilson Jr., Piano
adapted by Roberta A. Laws
Mr. Bashir Sakur, Conga
Ms. Roberta Laws, Director

Introduction of the Speaker ......................................................................................... Chancellor Akinleye

Commencement Address ........................................................................................... Attorney Benjamin L. Crump
Founder and principal owner of Ben Crump Law
Presentation of the UNC Board of Governors Award for Excellence in Teaching ......................... Dr. Burris-Floyd

NCCU Awards for Excellence in Teaching ............................................................................... Dr. David H. Jackson Jr.
Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Recognition of Honor Students ....................................................................................................... Provost Jackson

Conferring of Baccalaureate Degrees Introductory Remarks ...................................................... Provost Jackson

Presentation of Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees by Deans
Dr. Carlton Wilson, Interim Dean, College of Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities
Dr. Mohammed Ahmed, Dean, College of Health and Sciences
Dr. Anthony Nelson, Dean, School of Business
Dr. Audrey W. Beard, Dean, School of Education

Induction of Graduates into the NCCU Alumni Association, Inc. ........................................... Ms. Tomeika Bowden
President, NCCU Alumni Association, Inc.

Charge to the Graduates ........................................................................................................... Chancellor Akinleye

The Alma Mater – Dear Old N.C.C. ....................................................................................... H.T. Burleigh/Annie Day Shepard
NC Central University Choir (The audience will please stand.)
Ms. Melanie Moseley ‘23, Piano

Benediction ................................................................................................................................. Rev. Glover

Closing Statement ....................................................................................................................... Dr. White

Recessional: Royal Fanfare ......................................................................................................... Rafael Kruz
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM

SATURDAY, MAY 6, 2023 • 2 P.M.
MCDOWALD – MCLENDON ARENA

CHANCELLOR JOHNSON O. AKINLEYE, PRESIDING

Faculty Processional: Trumpet Voluntary .......................................................... Jeremiah Clark
Celebrants Processional: Pomp and Circumstance ........................................... Sir Edward Elgar
Presentation of the Colors .................................................................................... ROTC Honor Guard
National Anthem .................................................................................................... John Stafford Smith
Mr. Daniel Campos ’20,’23, Trumpet
Opening Statement .............................................................................................. Dr. Shauntae B. White
University Marshal
Welcome .............................................................................................................. Chancellor Akinleye
Reflections ........................................................................................................... The Rev. Nichole Harris Glover
Assistant Minister, St. Matthew Baptist Church, Raleigh
Greetings ............................................................................................................... Dr. Pearl Burris-Floyd
Member, University of North Carolina Board of Governors
Ms. Oita Coleman
Secretary, NCCU Board of Trustees
Ms. Ashlee Long
President, Graduate Student Association
Mr. Brandon Hedgebeth
President, Student Bar Association
Recognition of Platform Guests, Retirees and Other Guests ......................... Chancellor Akinleye
Keep Your Lamps ............................................................................................. arr. by Andre Thomas
adapted by Roberta A. Laws
Mr. Grover Wilson Jr., Piano
Mr. Bashir Sakur, Conga
Ms. Roberta Laws, Director
Introduction of the Speaker ............................................................................... Chancellor Akinleye
Commencement Address ................................................................................... Attorney Benjamin L. Crump
Founder and principal owner of Ben Crump Law
Recognition of Honor Students ................................................................. Dr. David H. Jackson Jr.
                      Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Conferring of Graduate and Professional Degrees

Introductory Remarks ................................................................. Provost Jackson

Presentation of Candidates for Graduate and Professional Degrees

Presentation of Candidates for Doctoral Degree ...................... Dr. Jaleh Rezaie
                      Associate Provost and Dean of School of Graduate Studies

Presentation of Master Degree Candidates ............................. Dr. Rezaie

Dr. Carlton E. Wilson, Interim Dean, College of Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities
Dr. Mohammad Ahmed, Dean, College of Health and Sciences
Dr. Anthony C. Nelson, Dean, School of Business
Dr. Audrey W. Beard, Dean, School of Education
Dr. Jon Gant, Dean, School of Library and Information Sciences

Presentation of Juris Doctor Degree Candidates ......................... Atty. Malik Edwards
                      Interim Dean, School of Law

Induction of Graduates into the NCCU Alumni Association, Inc. ........... Ms. Tomeika Bowden
                      President, NCCU Alumni Association, Inc.

Charge to the Graduates .............................................................................. Chancellor Akinleye

The Alma Mater – Dear Old N.C.C. ..................................................... H.T. Burleigh/Annie Day Shepard
NC Central University Choir (The audience will please stand.)
Mr. Grover Wilson Jr., Piano

Benediction ......................................................................................... Rev. Glover

Closing Statement ............................................................................. Dr. White

Recessional: Royal Fanfare .......................................................... Rafael Kruz
As founder and principal owner of Ben Crump Law, BENJAMIN L. CRUMP has established himself as one of the nation’s foremost lawyers and advocates for social justice, winning a number of record settlements and verdicts for victims and families that have faced injustice. Referred to as ‘Black America’s Attorney General,’ he has worked on some of the most high-profile cases in the U.S., representing the families of Trayvon Martin, Michael Brown, Breonna Taylor, George Floyd, the residents of Flint, Michigan, and the family of Henrietta Lacks in a landmark reparations case. In the historic case of Tamara Lanier versus Harvard, Crump’s passionate advocacy before the Massachusetts Supreme Court led to them ruling in favor of a Black woman who sued Harvard for the possession of photographs of her enslaved ancestors and the mental duress caused by their use of them.

Crump’s book, published in October 2019, “Open Season: Legalized Genocide of Colored People,” reflects on the landmark cases he has battled, and how discrimination in the courthouse devastates real families and communities. Additionally, during the consequential year after George Floyd was murdered, his work was chronicled by Netflix film crews in the award-winning documentary, “Civil.”

Crump has received multiple awards and accolades throughout his career, including being listed among Time100’s Most Influential People of 2021, Ebony Magazine’s Power 100 Most Influential African Americans, the National Trial Lawyers Top 100 Lawyers, as well as being named the 2014 NPA Newsmaker of the Year. Additionally, he is the first practicing Black attorney to have a law school named after him – the Benjamin L. Crump College of Law at St. Thomas University in Miami, Fla.

Dedicated to serving the community, Crump is president of the National Civil Rights Trial Lawyers Association and founder and director of the Benjamin Crump Social Justice Institute, a nonprofit organization focused on creating opportunities that ensure fair and proper administration of laws that safeguard the fundamental rights of all citizens.

He obtained his bachelor’s degree from Florida State University (FSU) and law degree from FSU College of Law.
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY CANDIDATES

**DONIA KASED HANAFI**

**DISSERTATION:**
Investigating GPER and STYK1, Potential Therapeutic Targets for Ovarian Cancer

*Advisor(s): Dr. Sean Kimbro, & Dr. Rob Onyenwoke
Committee: Dr. Kevin P. Williams, Dr. Nate Wymer, Dr. Antonio T. Baines*

Donia Hanafi, who is from New York City, N.Y. and Cairo, Egypt, holds Bachelor of Science degree and Master of Science degrees in biotechnology. She is presently pursuing a doctoral degree in integrated biosciences. She intends to pursue a postdoctoral position or an industry position.

**DE’JANA T. PARKER, M.S.**

**DISSERTATION:**
A Role for Alcohol and Cannabinoids in a Model of Pathogen Induced Pulmonary Inflammation*

*Committee Chair: Vijay Sivaraman, Ph.D.
Committee Co-Chairs: Sean Kimbro, Ph.D.; Alex Marshall, Ph.D.; Roland Tisch, Ph.D.*

De’Jana T Parker, a native of New Orleans, La., is a double alumna of Wake Forest University, having previously earned her bachelor’s and master’s degrees in biology. She has accepted an National of Institutes of Health (NIH) Institutional Research and Academic Career Development Award (IRACDA) postdoctoral position at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, where she will continue to conduct biomedical research and teach.

**ALANNA BURWELL, MPH**

**DISSERTATION:** Impact of Geography and Stress Hormones on Female Breast Cancer Disparities

*Committee Chair: Dayami Lopez, Ph.D.
Committee Co-Chairs: Tim Mulrooney, Ph.D.; Sean Kimbro, Ph.D.; Kevin Williams, Ph.D.*

Alanna Burwell, a native of Durham, N.C. is a double alumna of North Carolina Central University (NCCU), having previously earned her bachelor’s degree in biology and her master’s degree in public health from the University of New England. She plans to obtain a postdoctoral fellowship conducting translational cancer research.

**KALA NDI NWACHUKWU**

**THESIS:** Sex as a Biological Variable in the Persistent Neurobiological Effects of Adolescent Intermittent Ethanol Exposure on the Adult Hippocampus

*Advisor: Dr. S. Alex Marshall*

A native of Upper Marlboro, Md., Kala Nwachukwu holds a bachelor’s degree from NCCU and Master of Science degree from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. She will complete her postdoctoral training in Duke University’s Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, and aspires to attend medical school and become a physician/scientist who practices neurology or psychiatry.
DR. DARLENE EBERHARDT-BURKE is an associate professor in the North Carolina Central University (NCCU) Department of Human Sciences where she serves as interim chair of the department. She has also served as director of graduate studies for the department.

She earned a Ph.D. in clothing and textiles from Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, a master’s degree in biochemistry from Hampton University and a bachelor’s degree in chemistry from Delaware State University.

Eberhardt-Burke has taught a range of undergraduate and graduate courses in the department, including undergraduate courses in the clothing and textiles curriculum and graduate courses in the family and consumer sciences curriculum. Currently, she has a pivotal role in the design and establishment of the Bachelor of Science in Fashion Apparel and Textile Design degree. In 2015, she was awarded the NCCU Student Disability Services Faculty of the Year Award. That year, she also received the NCCU Award for Excellence in Teaching.

Eberhardt-Burke has secured funding from private organizations for curriculum enhancement and student support. In the past two years, she has received $250,000; this includes an award in the amount of $100,000 from The GAP, in partnership with ICON 360, the largest awarded to an historically Black college or university through this collaboration. As a result of Eberhardt-Burke’s efforts, NCCU has become a part of the Closing the Gap Initiative. Additionally, she has authored and co-authored peer-reviewed journal articles and book chapters, and delivered presentations at local, state and national conferences.
WYKESHA GLASS, ED.D., is an associate professor and interim program coordinator of the early childhood education (birth through kindergarten) program at North Carolina Central University (NCCU). She also serves as the graduate director for the family and consumer sciences with a concentration in human development and family studies program. Glass’ inherent love of children and desire to make a difference have enabled her to make a valuable contribution to education over the past 22 years. Her current research focuses primarily on early childhood education and children’s perception of their educational settings and parental involvement. Glass holds a bachelor’s degree in child development from Alcorn State University, and master’s and doctoral degrees in early childhood education from Jackson State University.

CHRISTOPHER McGINN, PH.D., is an associate professor in the NCCU Department of Environmental, Earth and Geospatial Sciences, where he also serves as the undergraduate program advisor and distance education coordinator. McGinn’s specialty is in human geography with a focus on political, economic and social inequality. As a professor, he strives to empower students to not simply memorize facts but to take those facts and apply them in the context of their own lives in order to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the complexities of the social, economic, political and physical world. McGinn earned his bachelor’s degree in geography from East Carolina University, and his master’s degree in applied geography and doctorate in geography from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro.

JASON O’BRIANT, PH.D., serves as clinical instructor and director of the didactic program in dietetics at NCCU. As a registered dietitian nutritionist for nearly 15 years, his research investigates novel dietary, physical activity and behavioral approaches to prevent and manage comorbid conditions, with the goal of designing interventions that are cost effective, account for the impacts of food insecurity and are culturally suitable for many of the residents in rural North Carolina. O’Briant holds a bachelor’s degree in biological science and Ph.D. in human nutrition from NC State University. He also earned his master’s degree in nutrition from Meredith College.

POSTHUMOUS DEGREE

MS. CORNISHA SHAW receives a Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Sciences degree from NCCU College of Health and Sciences. Shaw had a genuine and kind spirit, and enjoyed spending time with family and friends. Her love for animals led her to start her own business, Rocky’s Playhouse, where she designed and sold customized supplies for pets. Shaw will be remembered for her positive demeanor, which encouraged others to approach life with love and authenticity. She was a treasured and engaged member of the Eagle community. Her professors recall her zeal for learning and ability to light up a room with her beautiful smile. Following graduation, Shaw planned to attend graduate school to pursue a degree in veterinary medicine with the goal of becoming a veterinarian.
In 1910, Dr. James E. Shepard, a Durham pharmacist and religious educator, opened the National Religious Training School and Chautauqua for the Colored Race and declared its purpose to be “the development in young men and women of the character and sound academic training requisite for real service to the nation.”

The institution struggled financially in its early years. In 1915, it was sold and reorganized, then becoming the National Training School. In 1923, the state legislature appropriated funds to buy the school, and renamed it the Durham State Normal School. Two years later, the legislature converted the institution into the North Carolina College for Negroes, dedicating it to liberal arts education and the preparation of teachers and principals. The college thus became the nation's first state-supported liberal arts college for Black students.

In 1939, the college offered its first graduate-level courses in the arts and sciences. The School of Law opened in 1940, followed in 1941 by the School of Library Science. In 1947, the legislature changed the name to North Carolina College at Durham. Shepard served as president until his death in 1947. Dr. Alfonso Elder was elected in 1948 as his successor.

Under Elder's leadership, Shepard's ambitious building program came to fruition and the university experienced an increase in enrollment of students as well as faculty. At his retirement in 1963, Elder was named president emeritus. Dr. Samuel P. Massie succeeded Elder in 1963 and served in the role for three years.

Dr. Albert N. Whiting led the university from 1967 until 1983. During his tenure, in 1969, North Carolina College at Durham became North Carolina Central University (NCCU). On July 1, 1972, all the state's public four-year colleges and universities were joined to become the Consolidated University of North Carolina. As part of the transition, the chief executive's title changed from president to chancellor.

In 1983, Whiting was succeeded by Dr. LeRoy T. Walker, vice chancellor for university relations and an internationally renowned track and field coach. Dr. Tyronza R. Richmond succeeded Walker in 1986; Richmond's tenure saw the establishment of the School of Education.

In 1992, Dr. Donna J. Benson became interim chancellor, serving for one year before Dr. Julius L. Chambers, a noted civil rights attorney, was named as the first NCCU alumnus to lead the university in 1993. Chambers' tenure led to construction of a biomedical/biotechnical research institute and a new education building.

Dr. James H. Ammons became chancellor in June 2001, eight months after state voters approved a major bond issue for UNC System capital improvements. Under Ammons' leadership the university experienced a surge in enrollment.

Dr. Charlie Nelms succeeded Ammons in 2007. During his five-year tenure, Nelms emphasized student success and focused on improving retention and graduation rates. Nelms presided over NCCU’s centennial celebration during the 2009-10 academic year. NCCU was ranked as the nation's No. 1 public historically black university by U.S. News & World Report for two consecutive years under Nelms' leadership.

Nelms retired in 2012 and was succeeded on an interim basis by Charles L. Becton, a prominent attorney and former judge on the North Carolina Court of Appeals. He served until August 2013.

On Feb. 8, 2013, Dr. Debra Saunders-White was selected as the 11th and first permanent female chancellor of NCCU by the University of North Carolina Board of Governors. Saunders-White was formally installed on April 4, 2014. During her successful tenure, the university’s first- to second-year retention rates rose to 80 percent, enrollment increased by 4.3 percent and fundraising attained a near-record annual total of $7.6 million.

Saunders-White took a leave of absence in 2016, and the provost, Dr. Johnson O. Akinleye, was appointed as acting chancellor. Following her death in November 2016, Akinleye was named interim chancellor in January 2017.

Akinleye was appointed the 12th chancellor on June 26, 2017. Under his leadership, NCCU’s enterprise has expanded significantly, including increased enrollment in undergraduate, graduate and professional programs, in both on campus and online programs. Akinleye has led the development of five new major capital projects and was instrumental in securing approval for NCCU's Millennial Campus Designation in October 2018. Akinleye also executed a comprehensive $3 million campus security initiative that invests in the safety and security of students, faculty, staff and visitors. He spearheaded NCCU’s 2019-2024 strategic plan, as well as a new 10-year master plan.
JAMES E. SHEPARD was born Nov. 3, 1875, in Raleigh, the son of the Rev. Augustus and Mrs. Harriet Whitted Shepard. He received undergraduate and professional training at Shaw University, from which he graduated in 1894. The next year he married Annie Day Robinson, a descendant of Thomas Day, a famed North Carolina furniture maker.

The Shepards had three daughters, Marjorie A. Shepard, Annie Day Shepard Smith, and Marion Shepard, who died in infancy. The family legacy continues through the two daughters of Annie Day Shepard Smith, Annie Day Smith Donaldson and Carolyn Marie Smith Green, their children, and Mrs. Green’s grandchildren.

Soon after his graduation, Shepard opened a pharmacy business in Durham, and he continued his education in theology and related studies. From 1905 to 1909, he traveled nationally and internationally as field superintendent for the International Sunday School Association, whose goal was a standardized Christian education curriculum across denominational lines.

By 1909, he had decided to start his school to train pastors and educate African Americans, who were shut out of most opportunities for higher education by Jim Crow laws. The first 130 students arrived in 1910 when the school opened as the National Religious Training School and Chautauqua for the Colored Race. It was supported by the philanthropy of Dr. Shepard’s numerous black and white friends in both the North and the South. The institution struggled in its early years and suffered two devastating fires. Undeterred, Shepard would reconfigure the school and press on. He was a constant presence on campus. He demanded decorum and stellar behavior of students and faculty. From his home and from his office, he kept a close watch on the students’ comings and goings.

Shepard also played key roles in the founding of major financial institutions that serve African Americans to this day. He became a sought-after speaker nationally. He lent his influence at the state and federal levels to increasing public aid to African American education.

He died in his NCCU home on Oct. 6, 1947. The tiny enterprise had grown to a physical plant worth $2 million, with state appropriations that year of an additional $2 million. At the time of his passing, African Americans could earn an array of degrees from then North Carolina College at Durham, including law and nursing.
THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

A PERSPECTIVE: North Carolina Central University (NCCU) owes a substantial debt to its medieval predecessors for its Commencement ceremony and academic attire. The Middle Ages gave birth to the academic heritage that provided us with a teaching institution, the university; a method of measuring academic progress, degrees; and a structure for an appropriate ceremony recognizing student achievement, Commencement. This One Hundred Forty-First Commencement is being held today for graduates who qualified for their degrees with the completion of Spring semester, 2023. This colorful ceremony is the formal climax and recognition of the graduates’ years of study and preparation.

ACADEMIC ATTIRE: All participants in the commencement ceremony, except members of the military services, are attired in traditional cap and gown, patterned after the attire of the monks and students in the Middle Ages. Black is the traditional color for all academic gowns. The bachelor’s gown has pointed sleeves; the master’s gown has oblong sleeves with an arc at the bottom; and the doctor’s gown has bell shaped sleeves. The bachelor’s and master’s gowns are untrimmed. The doctor’s gown is faced down the front with velvet and has three velvet chevrons across the sleeves. The facing and chevrons may be black or the distinctive color of the field of study. The hoods recognized for each of the degrees vary in size, shape and length, with the larger and more elaborate designating the doctoral level.

The shell of the hood matches the black material of the gown. The lining, which is folded out, bears the official colors of the institution that conferred the degree, maroon and gray for NCCU. The color of the velvet border on the hood denotes the field of study to which the degree pertains:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Field of Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apricot</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crimson</td>
<td>Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Yellow</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemon Yellow</td>
<td>Library Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Blue</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maroon</td>
<td>Human Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sage Green</td>
<td>Physical Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmon Pink</td>
<td>Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarlet</td>
<td>Theology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow-Brown</td>
<td>Commerce/Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Arts, Letters, Humanities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mortarboards are the traditional headdress. The tassel, worn on the left side of the cap, may be gold if the holder has a doctor’s degree. Candidates for undergraduate degrees wear the tassel on the right side of the mortarboard until after their degrees have been conferred.

Candidates receiving honors for academic achievement wear honor cords draped around the collar. The gold cord represents summa cum laude; purple, magna cum laude, and white, cum laude honors. The highest level for undergraduates is summa cum laude, maintaining a grade point average between 3.8-4.0. The second level for undergraduates is magna cum laude, maintaining a grade point average between 3.5-3.799. The third level is cum laude, maintaining a grade point average between 3.2-3.499.

The highest level for graduate students in the College of Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities, the College of Health
and Sciences, the School of Business, and the School of Education is summa cum laude, maintaining a grade point average between 3.92-4.0. The second level for graduate students is magna cum laude, maintaining a grade point average between 3.85-3.919. The third level is cum laude, maintaining a grade point average between 3.770-3.849.

The highest level for graduate students in the School of Library and Information Sciences is summa cum laude, maintaining a grade point average of 4.0. The second level for graduate students is magna cum laude, maintaining a grade point average between 3.9-3.999. The third level is cum laude, maintaining a grade point average between 3.75-3.899.

The highest level for professional students in the School of Law is summa cum laude, maintaining a grade point average between 3.5-4.0. The second level for professional students is magna cum laude, maintaining a grade point average between 3.3-3.49. The third level is cum laude, maintaining a grade point average between 3.0-3.29.

Recognition as valedictorian will be given to students with the highest cumulative grade point average in each of the following categories:

1. The student who entered NCCU as a first-time freshman, and who has completed at least 95 percent of his/her overall credits at NCCU, or

2. The student who entered NCCU as a transfer student, and who has completed at least 51 percent of the credits required in his/her degree programs at NCCU.

**THE PROCESSION:** The university marshal leads the procession. Following the marshal are the faculty, the candidates and members of the platform party. Platform guests include a member of the University of North Carolina Board of Governors and the NCCU Board of Trustees, the guest speaker, the provost, deans of the colleges and schools and other members of the university administration. The procession concludes with the chancellor. The chancellor is attired in the distinctive maroon and gray gown symbolic of his or her office.

**UNIVERSITY COLORS:**
Maroon and Gray

**UNIVERSITY FLOWER:**
White Carnation

**UNIVERSITY MOTTO:**
“Truth and Service”
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Mr. Kevin M. Holloway, Chairman
Mr. Manuhe Abebe, SGA President
Atty. Roderick G. Allison
Mr. William V. Bell
Mr. G. Keith Chadwell
Ms. Oita C. Coleman, Secretary
Atty. Emily M. Dickens
Mr. Michael P. Johnson, Vice Chairman
Mr. James E. Mitchell Jr.
Mr. Cornell Slade
Mrs. Hellena H. Tidwell
Ms. Alexandra Valladares
Atty. James S. Walker

CHANCELLOR AND VICE CHANCELLORS
Dr. Johnson O. Akinleye, Chancellor
Dr. David H. Jackson Jr., Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Ms. Akua J. Matherson, Chief Financial Officer and Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance
Ms. Susan Hester, Vice Chancellor for Institutional Advancement
Dr. Angela A. Coleman, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

DEANS
Dr. Mohammad Ahmed, Dean, College of Health and Sciences
Dr. Audrey W. Beard, Dean, School of Education
Attorney Malik Edwards, Interim Dean, School of Law
Dr. Jon P. Gant, Dean, School of Library and Information Sciences
Dr. Anthony C. Nelson, Dean, School of Business
Dr. Jaleh Rezaie, Associate Provost and Dean of Graduate Studies
Dr. Carlton Wilson, Interim Dean, College of Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities

COMMENCEMENT PLANNING COMMITTEE
Dr. Anthony Nelson, Chair
Ms. Cholé Bullard
Atty. Carol Chestnut
Dr. Catherine Edmonds
Mr. Anthony Glenn
Dr. Jerome Goodwin
Mrs. Toya Daye Green
Ms. Joy Hartfield
Ms. Sharnia Herbin
Mr. Bryan Huffman
Mrs. Joyce Kovalik
Ms. Roberta Laws
Dr. Michelle Mayo
Ms. Jacqueline McDowell
Atty. Fenita Morris-Shepard
Atty. Keir Morton-Manley
Ms. Selina Mumford
Mr. Dekendrick Murray
Lt. Lateria Scott
Mr. André D. Vann
Mr. Phillip Vereen
Dr. Shaunte B. White
PRESIDENTS AND
CHANCELLORS EMERITI
Atty. Julius L. Chambers (Deceased)
Dr. Alfonso Elder (Deceased)
Dr. Tyronza Richmond (Deceased)
Dr. LeRoy T. Walker (Deceased)
Dr. Albert N. Whiting (Deceased)

PROFESSORS EMERITI
Dr. Les Brinson
Dr. George H. Conklin
Dr. Howard Fitts
Dr. William T. Fletcher
Dr. Marilyn F. McClelland
Dr. Murriel J. Mellown
Dr. Percy E. Murray
Dr. John Myers
Dr. Charles Nicholson
Dr. Freddie L. Parker
Dr. Norman Pendergraft
Dr. Lilian Pruett
Dr. Charles L. Alcorn
Dr. Walter M. Brown
Dr. Marjorie L. Browne
Dr. Marvin E. Duncan
Dr. Helen G. Edmonds*
Dr. W. Edward Garrison
Dr. Stewart B. Fullbright
Dr. Marion K. Gooding
Dr. Nell Hirschberg
Dr. Irene D. Jackson
Dr. Sylvia M. Jacobs
Dr. Norman C. Johnson
Dr. Charles E. King
Dr. Octavia B. Knight
Dr. Ernst M. Manasse
Dr. Elinor T. Massoglia
Dr. Thomas J. Mayberry
Dr. Charles E. Orr
Dr. Cecil L. Patterson
Dr. Walter H. Pattillo
Dr. Patsy B. Perry
Dr. Charles A. Ray
Dr. Leonard Robinson
Dr. Daniel G. Sampson
Dr. Theodore Speign
Dr. Marian H. Thorne
Dr. Earlie Thorpe
Dr. Ezra L. Totten
Dr. Mary M. Townes*
Dr. Ross E. Townes
Dr. James E. Younge

PROFESSORS EMERITI
DECEASED
* Distinguished Professor Emerita
Dr. Charles L. Alcorn
Dr. Walter M. Brown
Dr. Marjorie L. Browne
Dr. Marvin E. Duncan
Dr. Helen G. Edmonds*
Dr. W. Edward Garrison
Dr. Stewart B. Fullbright
Dr. Marion K. Gooding
Dr. Nell Hirschberg
Dr. Irene D. Jackson
Dr. Sylvia M. Jacobs
Dr. Norman C. Johnson
Dr. Charles E. King
Dr. Octavia B. Knight
Dr. Ernst M. Manasse
Dr. Elinor T. Massoglia
Dr. Thomas J. Mayberry
Dr. Charles E. Orr
Dr. Cecil L. Patterson
Dr. Walter H. Pattillo
Dr. Patsy B. Perry
Dr. Charles A. Ray
Dr. Leonard Robinson
Dr. Daniel G. Sampson
Dr. Theodore Speign
Dr. Marian H. Thorne
Dr. Earlie Thorpe
Dr. Ezra L. Totten
Dr. Mary M. Townes*
Dr. Ross E. Townes
Dr. James E. Younge

HOSTS AND
HOSTESSES
Mr. Julian Ali
Ms. Arriel Askew
Mr. Demarcus Benson
Mr. Shymir Bivens
Mr. John Black
Ms. Andrea Brown
Ms. Tamara Campbell
Ms. Mackenzie Carr
Ms. Nori Clark
Ms. Tyshima Collins
Ms. Alexandria Chavis
Ms. Nori Clark
Ms. Ginger Covington
Ms. Nene Diallo
Mr. Byron Dickey
Ms. Micah Dixon
Ms. Brean Dubose
Ms. Saniya Embry
Ms. D’Noivlle Fenwick
Ms. Rosalyn Galloway
Ms. Keara Hawthorne
Ms. Calleen Herbert
Ms. Iris Hicks
Mr. Willie Hill III
Ms. Jadyn Hinton
Ms. Zaria Hinton
Ms. Linda Inshan
Ms. Faith Johnson
Ms. Ashlyn Jones
Ms. Michele Jones
Ms. Juls Joyner
Ms. Joyce Kovalik
Ms. Kimberly Lassiter
Mr. Terri N. Lawson
Mr. James Leach
Ms. Aiyanna Lester
Ms. Tamnie Marshall
Mr. Douglas McDowell
Ms. Valerie McIver
Ms. Selina Mumford
Ms. Vonnie Nunnally
Dr. Sharon Oliver
Mr. Paul Pipps
Ms. Trinity Pritchard
Mr. Melvin Riggs Jr.
Ms. Cyndi Shaw
Ms. Eboni Stuckey
Ms. Wendy Thompson
Mr. Marshall Thompson
Ms. Brenda Toomer
Ms. Tascherra Underwood
Mr. André D. Vann
Ms. Dorothy Webster
Ms. Deasia Wesley
Ms. Delores Williams
Mr. Kent Williams
Ms. Lanica Williams
Ms. Pearl Wilson

FACULTY MARSHALS
Dr. Shauntae B. White,
University Marshal
Mrs. Toya D. Green,
Head Faculty Marshal
Dr. Rudolph Bailey
Dr. Carressa Gerald
Dr. Lorna Grant
Dr. Fredrick Johnson
Ms. Willie Gilchrist
Ms. Tina Scott
Ms. Lily Chen
Dr. Levette Scott
Dr. Maureen Short
Dr. Jennifer Thurman
BACCALAUREATE CANDIDATES

COLLEGE OF ARTS, SOCIAL SCIENCES, AND HUMANITIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Shatera T. Baldwin
Victoria Cooper-Thompson
Chaudre E. Gray
Patience N. Jones
Tia S. Knowles
Imani S. Pippen
Yesenyi Y. Roblero-Gonzalez
Rebecca L. Smith
Adrienne L. Stacy
Jesse C. White

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Carlton J. Ellis
Kiara F. Gibbs
Taliyah D. Hearn
Alejandro A. Ibrahim
Faith M. Jones
Celeste Keith
Rheyann A. Kirby
Reshaun B. Lyles
Jordyn A. Martin
Mikhael I. McCormick
Mykira S. McFarland
Nada Merghani *
Taylor N. Moore
Kayla A. Owens
Sierra E. Parker
Maretha Rawls
Leah J. Retama-Candelario
Tiffany N. Romo
Hanson J. Russell
Christopher M. Shearin
Micah E. Speed
Grace E. Uko

CUM LAUDE
Halle T. Berry
India K. Bowden
Quashell J. Brooks
Caroline S. Carter
Maya M. Chavis
Jalen K. Eady
Genevieve J. Ellis
Miah A. Floyd-ferguson
Nyjah Y. Frazier
Aniyah L. Hawkins
Jaylan Ivery
Yuri A. McCray
Kimberly A. Otieno
Samuel D. Roberts
Zakari C. Scott
Allen K. Wallace
Jelani A. Wendt
Kevin L. Wright Jr.
Alyah T. Yardan

ART
Kevin F. Bell
David R. Blackmond
Kiara F. Gibbs
Megan L. Harvey
Reshaun B. Lyles
Mikhael I. McCormick
Sadjah T. Moore
Shemar K. Moore
Kayla A. Owens

ENGLISH
Vergil C. Demery III
Jalen K. Eady
Patience N. Jones
Heaven T. Tatum

HISTORY
India K. Bowden
Genevieve J. Ellis

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Keyonna J. Bishop
Nechalia B. Boone *
Deontrae W. Brown
Cameron B. Butler
Nyjah Y. Frazier
Jamal W. Grace
Chaudre E. Gray
JaJuan M. Hudson
Felicia S. Quick
Jordan J. Scott
Austin T. Small
Taylor M. Williams
Alyah T. Yardan

MASS COMMUNICATION
Oluwatosin S. Aregbesola
Keijhana M. Butler
Caroline S. Carter
Victoria Cooper-Thompson
Jordyn Davis
Timothy W. Davis
Zenobia L. Dowdy
Miah A. Floyd-ferguson
Jakiah D. Glass
Ciarra C. Harris
Aniyah L. Hawkins
Nigel T. Hawley-Newkirk
Jane’ M. Hilliard
Jeyani T. Horton
Nadiah K. Hunter
Trevor L. Inniss
Justice N. Isom
Christopher S. Jones
Dymond L. Jones
Tia S. Knowles

* Denotes Student Service Impact Awardee ** Valedictorian

Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation. Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.
Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation.

Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.

** Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation. Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.**
Aanayah H. Mattison
Yolynda J. Moore
Kara B. Morton
Jennifer C. Norton
Tiarra A. Parker
Jessica I. Pierce
London D. Queen
Jordyn D. Reid
Jaclyn M. Rosa
Malcolm S. Smith
Taylor L. Smith
Ashley C. Watkins
Angela C. Webb
Albreanna N. Williams
Ashyia N. Williams
Mary-Noel D. Williams
D'marqis K. Young

BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Modupe P. Akinlosotu
Alicia Albright
Amanda L. Anderson
Katrina B. Armstrong
Eric D. Boone Jr.
Felicia N. Braggs
Sabrina R. Brooks
Soletta J. Brown-Scarboro
Jaquan L. Bryant
Cedric L. Burden
Tianna R. Carter
Andrea G. Cash
Amayia Y. Chapman
RaTaya L. Ferguson
Monika D. Givens
Ashley S. Grays
Ja'vae N. Guinyard
Jeffrey M. Hann
Angell P. Harrell
Tamia D. Harrington
Jadaarius D. Harris
Zenobia D. Hightower
Bria N. Hinnant
Kiona Jackson
Rachael N. Johnson
Neco L. Johnson, Jr.
Bridgette O. Jones

Laurel D. Koonce
Shelita R. Lewis
Christina Mattioli
Marque T. Maultsby
Bryce R. McKinley
Tyra L. McQuillan
Joel Mitchell
Kristopher J. Monroe
Daniel Oladapo
Tiarra A. Parker
Hailey M. Reavis
Conisha Riley
Christopher C. Sanderson
Jakayla R. Semper
Tajanae M. Smith
Jessica S. Tabron
Keyana N. Walker
Richkizia E. Washington
Myss L. Watson
Angela C. Webb
Tiffany M. Webb

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Sabina Alvarez
Melanie D. Anderson
Ashley N. Barnes
DaBreyin R. Belfield
Tony M Bitchett Jr.
Christina C. Bond
Micaiah K. Brown
Deandra M. Bryant
Jermaine R. Bryant Jr.
Samari M. Carter
Dynasty P. Clark
De Nasia M. Daniels
Cornelius O. Davis Jr.
Mya J. Davis-Cummings
Ma-k'lee T. Diggs
Trinity J. Doughty
Jada B. Easley
Ricardo L. Ellis
Maurice L. Faison II
Essence M. Ferguson
Sean Ford
Jordin M. Foucher
Jara A. Fulton
Nikiyya N. Funderburk

Ziquilla D. Gilmore
Jamal M. Hakem
Soleil A. Halliday
Salonge M. Hanks
Ma'Kiya O. Hargrave
Brandon Hubbard
Daisha T. Ingram **
Kristen T. Jackson
Diamond D. James
William R. James Jr.
Justice S. King
Tiffany S. Kirby
Jiya J. Lawson Verner
Angelica S. Leathers
Yasmine T. Leazer
Donaya L. Macklin
Danna Mastache Lagunas
Corey D. McCalston
Jorge D. Millan
Mercedes D. Miller
Tarlecia M. Mitchiner
Dashajnae D. Mixon
Hanan A. Mohamed Jr.
Niyah N. Moore
Yolynda J. Moore
Kara B. Morton
Tiliah R. Murphy
Jennifer C. Norton
Colin O. Owusu-Agyemang
Brianna L. Pettigree
Jessica I. Pierce
Nyla-Simone I. Robinson
Eric D. Rogers
Jaclyn M. Rosa
Rosa E. Santana
Micah M. Simpson
Ivery N. Sloan
Taylor L. Smith
Deandra C. Taylor
Michael Taylor
Zanaya R. Thompson
Marquetta E. Washington
Aliyah N. Watson
Lakisha B. White
Albreanna N. Williams
Mary-Noel D. Williams
Ayricka J. Wooden
Mckayla N. Wright

* Denotes Student Service Impact Awardee ** Valedictorian

Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation.
Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.
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PSYCHOLOGY
Safa Algaithi
Charity S. Balmer
Quennisha D. Blanks
Jhana M. Boston
Kortni A. Brown
Miles E. Bryant-Whittaker
Aniah E. Carther
Stephanie A. Church
Brittney K. Clark
Susan M. Congdon
Alyssa M. Corbett
Martinique N. Davis
Omar S. Day
Netanya F. Dennis
Tamla R. Dunson
Priscilla S. Dweh
Catheryn Fondeur Hernandez
Jordin M. Foucher
Sylvia D. Gary
Crystal Harper
Nyana A. Hendricks
Ashley Hewitt
Malkhiyah J. Hudson Hairston
Raquel S. Hunter
Kristen T. Jackson
Shy kayla N. James
Daria S. Johnson
Patience N. Jones
Latrice J. Lassiter
Travyon J. Lovely
Kira A. Lowery
Beyonnshea N. Lucas
Danna Mastache Lagunas
Aanayah H. Mattison
Nashya A. Maxwell
Beyonce L. McGill
Winston I. McMurray
Elizabeth T. Mengistu
Leterrance J. Middleton
Kennedy S. Mims
Ethan J. Moore
Chanel D. Morgan
Lalainya Newman
Imani E. Peeples
Chandler N. Phillips
London D. Queen
Jalyn A. Rangrej
Jordyn D. Reid
Kyara S. Rodgers
Nancy K. Serrano Ayala
Mija K. Sheppard
Malcolm S. Smith
Taylor C. Smith
Angel M. Squire
Cykera Z. Thomas
Tabee S. Turner
Ashley C. Watkins
Aliyah N. Watson
Jalah I. White
Ashley B. Wiggins
Ashyia N. Williams
Ziomara D. Williams
D’marquis K. Young
Makailah J. Black
Necha li A. Boone *
Khamyah J. Brown
Adeja V. Cheek
Alexis M. Clagon
Denajah M. Cofi
Ty neshia T. David
Shondrea S. Evans
Brianna N. Fields
Jade K. Franks
Zamaiyah K. Freeman
Cheyenne E. Godbolt
Makiya E. Hackney
Taisean M. Jones
Tyra C. Lassiter
Mia H. Martin
Jada N. McCain
Antonette L. McIntyre
Imajee N. McNeely
Dymone S. Mickell
Del’nique T. Penn
Adrian B. Richardson
La’nia K. Richardson
TaNiya L. Robbins
Maya R. Scott
Nakhiya N. Shearin
Shadiamond Simms
Kasey A. Smith
Rael J. Thomas

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Alexis M. Clagon
Cheyenne E. Godbolt

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
August L. Alexander
Da nejah M. Cofi
Taisean M. Jones
Mia H. Martin
Imajee N. McNeely
Maya R. Scott

CUM LAUDE
Makailah J. Black
Brianna N. Fields
Makiya E. Hackney
Tyra C. Lassiter
Del’nique T. Penn
Adrian B. Richardson
Kasey A. Smith
Rael J. Thomas

SOCIAL WORK
August L. Alexander
Rakee me S. Baldwin
Kiyana S. Banks

COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jhana M. Boston
Janna S. Campbell **
Chisom S. Ezenwenyi
Jaschia L. Hall
Jennifer R. Hastings
Khadijah N. Macklin
Phineas J. Nyang’oro

Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation. Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.

* Denotes Student Service Impact Awardee ** Valedictorian
Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation. Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.
Nia T. Oliver
Jade S. Richmond
Shannon Russell
Anija M. Singletary
Korie G. Smith
Rajeah T. Smith
Reginea D. Teachey
Jasmine M. Thomas
Telita Thorpe-Heggins
Ellen A. Whitworth

PUBLIC HEALTH EDUCATION
Teonna M. Belton
Shantel D. Campbell
Nakia Carter
Jasmyne T. Crews
Crishanna E. Davis
Andrea J. Elder-Spencer
Teira D. Evans
Demya A. Faulcon
Dynasty S. Foggie
Taytiana S. Gaddy
Zakeyah L. Gear
Jalitya T. Gladney
Camryn R. Grissom
Jaschia L. Hall
Sailah A. Jackson
Nakeiya Z. Johnson
Avery N. Lamar
Kristin O. Leak
Naduri S. Moore
Tejanah R. Murray
Maya N. Ondari
Aiden J. Pearson
Kelly Rentfro
Alaina S. Richardson
Cailah D. Ross
Jada L. Smith
Taniuja N. Smith
Chryssandra D. Tatum
Daisa L. Taylor
Jembere T. Tegegn
Kiana N. Thompson
Deierra E. Weems
Breann D. Wyman *

RECREATION ADMINISTRATION
Savannah Alegria-Gabriel
Chris Escalera Puente
Lisia Hernandez *
Quantez D. Mansfield
Jacqueline W. Mutavi *
David C. Parker

KINESIOLOGY
Jaelyn M. Blanc
Jalexis K. Bratcher
Victor A. Crawford, Jr.
Brandon S. Dean
Jakeima D. Edge
Cartrice A. Johnson
Tamia D. Lanier
Chelsea E. McDuffle-Jackson
Jerry L. Nelson
Antwane D. Parker Jr
Shamar T. Stanley
Ayreonna E. Stokes

MATHEMATICS
Hannah E. Boykin
Na’ilah Muhammad
Travis E. Williams Jr.

PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
Areeb H. Ahmed
Christian M. Lubanzadio
James F. McCreary
NiDaria L. Powell
Cristian E. Rodriguez
Bobby L. Sims
Tejaswi Velamuri

PHYSICS
Maya E. Clinton
Phineas J. Nyang’oro

NURSING
Mariam K. Agyemang
Ashley L. Arnold
Esther J. Bonah
Lynne A. Clarke
Nicole F. Coates
Brittney Cruz
Alexis S. Dawson *
Timothy A. Ebhodaghe
Ashley J. Enriquez
Adaya M. Ford
Ann-Louise Hopkins
Savannah A. Jones
Briana Lewis
Cheyenne M. Morote
Tyra J. Murray

Jazmin J. Pinner
Jasmine R. Reddick

SPORTS MEDICINE
Joshua K. Adams
Kortnee L. Booth
Zinzili S. Kelley
Tamia N. Morrison
Shantelle K. Willingham

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Sandra A. Okpagu
Christa M. Parker

CUM LAUDE
Mariam K. Agyemang
Esther J. Bonah
Lynne A. Clarke
Brittney Cruz
Briana Lewis
Cheyenne M. Morote
Tyra J. Murray
Hibaq A. Salat

*N Denotes Student Service Impact Awardee ** Valedictorian

Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation. Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.
Sandra A. Okpagu
Christa M. Parker
Amani Rose
Hibaq A. Salat
Sainabou T. Samba
Erica Teel
Amia J. Torrence
Sherika S. Williams

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Victoria S. Brown
Simone T. Edmundson
Efhe Z. Ikharo
Dylan J. Jackson
Marla N. McGhee

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Angel L. Bryant
Shakir L. Dawan Jr.
Imani L. Diggs
Raven S. Gaddist
Jordyn A. Martin
Hector D. Martinez Shoreque
Naomi L. Milton
Peyton G. White
Quentin M. White Jr.
Dedravius L. Whitmire
Deneisha D. Wilson
Tony J. Wilson

CUM LAUDE
Orlando R. Arrington Jr.
Nickolis C. Askew
Mark D. Butler Jr.

ACCOUNTING
Alejandro Aguirre-Gomez
Orlando R. Arrington Jr.
Cassidy A. Chasse
Shana C. Lafalaise
Kiyana L. Watts

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Onaopemipo A. Akinleye
Bryce C. Armstrong
Nickolis C. Askew
Jalen T. Blackstone
Mykaia S. Bobbitt
Khelia Bridges
Christian J. Brown
Victoria S. Brown
Angel L. Bryant
Cholé L. Bullard *
Mark D. Butler Jr.
Bianca M. Canady
Bryson J. Chambers
Teddy M. Cheruga
Ralph J. Clinkscales
Antonio J. Davis
Makyaiah S. Davis
Shakir L. Dawan Jr.
Quari X. Derricotte
Imani L. Diggs

Latavia U. Dolberry
Simone T. Edmundson
Jasmine A. Franks
Raven S. Gaddist
Neasia E. Green
Devin M. Hampton-Thurman
Damahrai R. Hardy
Endajah K. Harris
Autumn O. Hasty
Jessica J. Hernandez
Kayla B. Houze
Efhe Z. Ikharo
Dylan J. Jackson
Keishaun K. James
Randi T. Jenkins
Adrian A. Ladson
Matthew J. Leavelle
Jasmine T. Lee
Jordyn A. Martin
Hector D. Martinez Shoreque
Miracle D. McCutchen
Marla N. McGhee
Sanaiya M. McMurray
Kenisha S. Mejia - Wilson
Justin A. Melton-Payne
Jalan M. Miller
Naomi L. Milton
Anasja J. Moody
Roger Moore
Corey J. Neal
Will Z. Newsome
Lauren A. Nixon
Adrian B. Olivo
Carl W. Piggee III
Samuel B. Rice
Kobi T. Roberson
Kristen A. Sampson
Jaylen L. Segers
James L. Smith Jr.
Kevin D. Thornton Jr.
Christopher N. Villines
Timothy L. Wallace
Demi A. White
Peyton G. White
Quentin M. White Jr.
Dedravius L. Whitmire
Amanieh M. Williams

* Denotes Student Service Impact Awardee  ** Valedictorian

Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation. Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.
Imari N. Williams
Jazmyn L. Williams
Lakeiyah A. Williams
Charlie M. Williams III
Deneisha D. Wilson
Tony J. Wilson

Kiran Gharti
Mykayla J. Graham
Schyler E. Wagner
Austin P. Watson
Charles R. Wooten III

Early Childhood Education
Janyia A. Austin-Huntley
Tapresha S. Cummings
Troi J. Grant
Diamond L. King
Priscilla Simmons

Bachelor of Science
Summa Cum Laude
Ghazi F. Al-Zabt
Simone T. Edmundson

Magna Cum Laude
Adenicka R. Blake
Ashlyn Davis
Sheikh F. Dilawari
Kiran Gharti

Cum Laude
Erica S. Harden
Imani D. Sharpe
Schyler E. Wagner
Charles R. Wooten III

Hospitality and Tourism Administration
Adenicka R. Blake
Reagan M. Davis
Dylan M. Donnelly
Simone T. Edmundson
Jean A. Garner
Erica S. Harden
Imani D. Sharpe
Tasheed D. Winston

Elementary Education
Myesha J. Bradshaw
Georgriana Goodwin
Jhazmine R. Lassiter
Crishae U. Mallory
Rojon M. Pettiford
Dequasia A. Tillery

Information Technology
Ghazi F. Al-Zabet
Diamond L. Bryant
Ashlyn Davis
Sheikh F. Dilawari

Bachelor of Science
Magna Cum Laude
Tapresha S. Cummings
Diamond L. King
Priscilla Simmons

* Denotes Student Service Impact Awardee  ** Valedictorian

Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation. Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.
**GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL CANDIDATES**

### COLLEGE OF ARTS, SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

#### MASTER OF ARTS

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**
- Timothy S. Crowell

**MAGNA CUM LAUDE**
- Mikerobert Joseph
- Kyrie A. Mason
- Brittany M. Reaves
- GeColby J. Youngblood

**CUM LAUDE**
- Amber N. Brown
- Jordan E. Meek

#### HISTORY

- Kyrie A. Mason
- Brittany M. Reaves
- GeColby J. Youngblood

#### PSYCHOLOGY

- LoveN'der Alston
- Michaela S. Boggan
- Amber N. Brown
- Timothy S. Crowell
- Lundyn Harris
- Mikerobert Joseph
- Ashlee M. Long
- Jordan E. Meek
- Gabrielle M. Pickett
- Bridget N. Pittman-Blackwell
- Caitlin M. Pope
- Jazmin Rosales

### MASTER OF MUSIC

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**
- Scott Bruce
- Daniel J. Campos
- Jesse Killman
- Dexter J. Moses

**JAZZ STUDIES**
- Scott Bruce
- Daniel J. Campos
- Jesse Killman
- Dexter J. Moses
- Shaquim L. Muldrow

### MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**
- Shiquita Y. Dancy

**CUM LAUDE**
- Dominique S. Gillespie
- Rasheda R. Kelley
- Ashley N. Robbins

### CRIMINAL JUSTICE

- Abirami Chanthirakanthan
- Brenda M. Cummings
- Maria S. Rachi
- KateYah S. Spence
- Jazmine C. Taborn

### MASTER OF SCIENCE

**CUM LAUDE**
- Maria S. Rachi

### MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**
- Wendy L. Alvarenga Aguirre
- Angelique J. Bullock
- Nora K. Dicker
- Asia-Alexia D. Hight
- Khaliyah B. Ingram
- Gwendolen G. Mangine
- Teona M. Martin-Yates
- Lianna S. McCorkle
- Jamila A. McKoy

* Denotes Student Service Impact Awardee  ** Valedictorian

Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation. Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.
K’la J. Noel
Laura M. Oates Pryor
Saiquanza Outlaw
Ayanna P. Outten
Jada M. Penn
Taylor Peterson
Courtney E. Rudd
Lukas D. Rutledge
Koketta B. Shelton
Tiffany R. Snead
Brenda W. Stubbs
Audrey G. Wright

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Brianna S. Campbell
Deanna V. Carroll
Marshall J. Chavis II
Naja K. Cotton
Cosima K. Hernandez
Clifton K. Jeffries IV
Kiera T. Lawrence
D’andraea E. Mack
Pansy K. McLeish
Tyshan U. Pickenpack
Kimuria Snipes

CUM LAUDE

Bianca J. Ashe
Christiania M. Ballard
Tameka Brown
Nastassia Gray
Octavia F. Johnson
Santana A. Jones
Anja M. King
Jaysia C. Noels
Toi B. Singleton

SOCIAL WORK

Alice A. Adebari
Wendy L. Alvarenga Aguirre
Bianca J. Ashe
Tymia D. Atkinson
Christiania M. Ballard
Alexius Brandveen
Tameka Brown
Angelique J. Bullock
Dymond L. Burden
Leisa A. Butler
Brianna S. Campbell
Hannah N. Carpenter
Deanna V. Carroll
Marshall J. Chavis II
Naja K. Cotton
Scoteshia S. Davis
Nora K. Dicker
Lateesha N. Dickerson
Nastassia Gray
Tyree J. Green
Monica S. Harrelson
Cosima K. Hernandez
Asia-Alexia D. Hight
Khaliyah B. Ingram
Tracy L. Jackson
Clifton K. Jeffries IV
Octavia F. Johnson
Destiny Jones
Santana A. Jones
Anja M. King
Kiera T. Lawrence
Diasia C. London
D’andraea E. Mack
Gwendolen G. Mangine
Teona M. Martin-Yates
Lianna S. McCorkle
Jamila A. McKoy
Rokita D. McLean
Pansy K. McLeish
Jayla N. Munn
Jaquaisa C. Murray
K’la J. Noel
Jaysia C. Noels
Laura M. Oates Pryor
Saiquanza Outlaw
Ayanna P. Outten
Jada M. Penn
Taylor Peterson
ONisha S. Philpot
Tyshan U. Pickenpack
Gabrielle M. Prince
Courtney E. Rudd
Lukas D. Rutledge
Cariyah S. Scippio
Koketta B. Shelton
Toi B. Singleton

Tiffany R. Snead
Kimuria Snipes
June J. Sparks
Betty Stewart
Brenda W. Stubbs
Alicia J. Turner
Shurondia C. Williams
Audrey G. Wright
Jada A. Young

COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND SCIENCES

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Alanna Burwell, MPH
Donia Kased Hanafi
Kala Ndi Nwachukwu
De’Jana T. Parker, M.S.

MASTER OF SCIENCE

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Kaylee M. Bullin
Quinton R. Butler
Amari D. Carethers
Vasundhara Y. Dambal
JaSadi A. Edmonds
Leo Fitzpatrick
Lindsey Glenn
Lindsay R. Greenwood
Barbara R. Grissom
Sydney K. Grubb
Elijah D. Hancock
Rachel Hardy
Jaclyn M. Hernandez
Abigail Kruszka
Zhaojing Liu
Emily McGinn

* Denotes Student Service Impact Awardee  ** Valedictorian

Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation. Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.
Alisa M. Miller
Brandon C. Newton
Damilola D. Oshunyinka
Diane A. Prescott
Sarah J. Radel
Olivia Reedy
Abigail V. Sepulveda
Julia Singleton
Celina M. Skrtich
Haley D. Smith
Raelyn Snyder
Ashton N. Stanfield
Lindsey J. Stephens Walsh
Sierra M. Sunshine
Deja A. Thornton
Annie W. Townes
Michael N. Wallace
Jessica Wang

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Natalia T. Allen
Isabel Gutierrez
Ashley N. Hubbard
Mackenzie S. Mendenhall
Ta’niya Mitchell
Cynthia O. Obilor
Megan E. Radford

CUM LAUDE
Hannah N. Cummings
Brenna Smith
Jessica L. Smith
Kacey L. Sturdivant

BIOLICAL AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
DaQuan Mebane
Cynthia O. Obilor
Roby Winston

COMMUNICATION SCIENCE AND DISORDERS
Natalia T. Allen
Kaylee M. Bullin

Amari D. Carethers
LaRaven D. Carter
Hannah N. Cummings
Jenna Durham
Rosandrey A. Fils-Aime
Leo Fitzpatrick
Lauren E. Fulkerson
Evelyn I. Garcia Lopez
Emily M. Greenwood
Lindsay R. Greenwood
Sydney K. Grubb
Maria Y. Guzman
Elijah D. Hancock
Rachel Hardy
Sania Hasan
Jaclyn M. Hernandez
Abigail Kruszka
Zhaojing Liu
Emily McGinn
Zachary Namey
Diane A. Prescott
Megan E. Radford
Olivia Reedy
Kara A. Richardson
Abigail V. Sepulveda
Julia Singleton
Celina M. Skrtich
Brenna Smith
Haley D. Smith
Jessica L. Smith
Kacey L. Sturdivant
Sierra M. Sunshine
Taylor S. Tidwell
Katherine R. Walker

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES
Ellen W. Davis
JaSadi A. Edmonds
Lindsey Glenn
Ashley N. Hubbard
Nakia U. Jones
Alisa M. Miller
Ta’niya Mitchell
Deja A. Thornton
Annie W. Townes

KINESIOLOGY AND RECREATION ADMINISTRATION
Malik P. Burnett
Nicolas R. Fennell
Keionte J. Gainey
Barbara R. Grissom
Shyheim J. Small
Kristopher M. Strickland
Aerieal C. Vineyard

NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
Vasundhara Y. Dambal
Mackenzie S. Mendenhall
Brandon C. Newton
Tyra T. Shaw
Raelyn Snyder
Jessica Wang

PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
Taylor B. Jones
Damilola D. Oshunyinka
Dawit D. Sima

* Denotes Student Service Impact Awardee  ** Valedictorian

Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation. Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.
Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation.

Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.

**SCHOOL OF BUSINESS**

**MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**
Chyna M. Hines

**MAGNA CUM LAUDE**
Kamal D. Johnson

**CUM LAUDE**
Brenda K. Boardman
Colby D. Muldrow

**BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**
Brenda K. Boardman
Alyrica M. Cooper
Leroy Dean
Chyna M. Hines
Kamal D. Johnson
Derrick J. Lewis
Jessica Y. Massey
Chelsea S. Miller
Colby D. Muldrow
Justin D. Nicholson
Vaniah N. Russell
Tarmisha L. SaintJuste
Matthew C. Stevens
Tynesha D. Townsend

**SCHOOL OF EDUCATION**

**MASTER OF ARTS**

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**
Patricia A. Alghali
Victoria A. Brown
Dayna A. Bryden
Barbara F. Burgess
Tesia W. Bynum
Derek A. Cooper Sr.
Mark Irvin E. Del Rosario
Chioma Emuka
Jamie J. Gordon
Sonja D. Graham
Ryan J. Laurie
Kenya L. Lawrence
Beaulah L. Lee
Russell T. Miller
Edwin E. Moyer
Sarah A. Napoleon
Earl R. Owens
Sarah L. Pearson-Moyers
Michelle A. Pettiford
Amy N. Redmond
Nia I. Scott
Courtney D. Stewart
Bailee E. Tippett
Jillian Q. Van Wagenen
Colby Warrior
Julian S. Wilson

**MAGNA CUM LAUDE**
Melinda A. Huss
Marlo T. Mercer
James H. Wood

**CUM LAUDE**
N’Dea C. Coleman
Joshua Serrano Otero

**CAREER COUNSELING AND PLACEMENT**
Melinda A. Huss

**CLINICAL MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING**
Victoria A. Brown
Barbara F. Burgess
N’Dea C. Coleman
Sarah A. Napoleon
Amy N. Redmond
Courtney D. Stewart
Bailee E. Tippett
James H. Wood

**EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY**
Patricia A. Alghali
Tesia W. Bynum
Derek A. Cooper Sr.
Mark Irvin E. Del Rosario
Chioma Emuka
Ryan J. Laurie
Kenya L. Lawrence
Beaulah L. Lee
Marlo T. Mercer
Edwin E. Moyer
Michelle A. Pettiford
Edna A. Robinson
Nia I. Scott
Colby Warrior
Julian S. Wilson

**MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING**
Jamie J. Gordon
Sonja D. Graham
Melinda A. Huss
Sarah L. Pearson-Moyers
Jillian Q. Van Wagenen

**SCHOOL COUNSELING**
Dayna A. Bryden

* Denotes Student Service Impact Awardee ** Valedictorian

Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation. Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING

TEACHING GENERAL CONTENT
Rosanna Diaz-Ronda
Damien D. Dowdy

MASTER OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jade Deberry
Ana C. Dubois
Philip D. Ellis
Ebony M. Harris
Joseph M. Pettiford
Jessica M. Weiland

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Lavonne D. Carter
Tisha Y. Cobb
Rita M. Jackson
Tashima N. Price
Goldie R. Ricks
Diann Tucker

CUM LAUDE
Tiffany H. Bowser
Lauren N. Bryant
Bryan R. Garnett
Candice M. Norwood

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION
Tiffany H. Bowser
Lauren N. Bryant
Lavonne D. Carter
Tisha Y. Cobb
Jade Deberry
Ana C. Dubois
Carlissia M. Dudley
Philip D. Ellis
May C. Freeman
Bryan R. Garnett
Ebony M. Harris
Rita M. Jackson
Barbara A. Lewis
Candice M. Norwood
Joseph M. Pettiford
Tashima N. Price
Goldie R. Ricks
Marquiviud S. Smith
Fredrick Spruill
Diann Tucker
Jessica M. Weiland

Kyara M. Kimber
Eric L. Martin, Jr.
Bruce K. Morton
Beverly D. Nelson
Krislyn T. Nesmith
Rakeem N. Spearman
Tavius J. Walker
Jennette Wright

MASTER OF SCIENCE

SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Clarissa L. Adams
Kyara M. Kimber

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Anita J. Joseph

CUM LAUDE
Jada A. Hunter

HIGHER ADMINISTRATION
Clarissa L. Adams
Jada A. Hunter
Anita J. Joseph

INFORMATION SCIENCE

Dheia Al-Radhi

Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation. Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.

* Denotes Student Service Impact Awardee  ** Valedictorian
Terrell R. Anderson  
Ifunanya Anikamadu  
Lisa M. Best  
Madhab R. Bhattarai  
Michala J. Blue  
Jerome H. Boyce  
Ashley N. Burwell  
Janet Danforth  
Pawan Deo  
Babita Hiralall  
Samantha K. Huggins  
Kingsley T. Ibezim  
Cori C. Johnson  
Kenya L. Lawrence  
Belise Nyirambibi  
Adaora L. Oguno  
Myia A. Pretty  
Maryellen Riley  
Asia A. Skyers  
Vabrice W. Smiley  
William A. Tanner II  
Aron Unger  
Moses Washington  
Stephanie M. Watkins  
Kimyarda T. Williams

**MASTER OF LIBRARY SCIENCE**

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**

Janine L. Barr  
Megan Beard  
Alyssa M. Brauning  
Milaun Brown  
Nijee Brown  
Bria M. Coles  
Ervin L. Davis  
Paxton C. Potter  
Leslie Shaip

**MAGNA CUM LAUDE**

Megan Beard  
Kelly R. Harrell  
Rachael A. Sampson

**CUM LAUDE**

Alyssa M. Brauning  
Milaun Brown  
Nijee Brown  
Bria M. Coles  
Ervin L. Davis  
Paxton C. Potter

**LIBRARY SCIENCE**

Janine L. Barr  
Megan Beard  
Alyssa M. Brauning  
Milaun Brown  
Nijee Brown  
Cassandra Chaney  
Bria M. Coles  
Rebekah L. Cowell  
Ervin L. Davis  
Rebecca D. Davis  
Dartagnan Dwyer  
Kelly R. Harrell  
Youssef Kheirallah  
Aryn M. Kyer  
Megan R. Lanning  
Keith A. Matthews  
Jackie G. Morris-Jennison  
Brittany A. Palacioz  
Krysta L. Perkins  
Donte T. Perry  
Paxton C. Potter  
Andrew S. Russell  
Rachael A. Sampson  
Leslie Shaip  
Katharine Spratt  
Lashai T. Thompson

---

**SCHOOL OF LAW**

**JURIS DOCTOR**

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**

Charlsee P. Abernathy  
Adia D. Craig  
Lorena P. Gomez  
Juan M. Lopez  
Shante N. Mays  
Peter B. Simms  
Hunter N. Walsh

**MAGNA CUM LAUDE**

Steven B. Brown  
Joshua G. Carpenito  
Simona Dautartaite  
Nehemias Hernandez-Lopez  
Malcolm E. Lewis  
Blake A. McKay  
Alanna R. Meek  
Madison L. Mitchell  
Faith A. Moss  
Kelsey L. Purcell  
Matthew A. Quigley  
Angelica D. Richardson  
Sheyenne Shropshire  
Shawn J. Singleton II  
Kelsey M. Skaggs  
Jennifer R. Whitmire  
Paul T. Wood  
Lisa M. Yarbrough  
Andrew B. Zavaleta

**CUM LAUDE**

Suraya A. Akkach  
Lillian L. Akridge  
Cameron J. Benton  
Michala J. Blue  
Lena Bradshaw  
Alecia W. Brooks  
Kaitlyn P. Chesney  
Brent A. Damery  
Olivia R. Fisher  
Brandon W. Hedgebeth

* Denotes Student Service Impact Awardee  ** Valedictorian

Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation. Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.
Malik E. Hines
Ayanna S. Holden
Arielle M. James
Jacqueline B. Long
Shannon D. Martells
Kailah McClenny-Johnson
Azariah Mclymore
Shanne A. McPherson
Christopher A. Medlock
Deborah Olagunju
Aaron J. Richards
Hazheen A. Selevany
Consuela Simmons
Jerry R. Singleton Pcolar
Zachary A. Smith
Marcus J. Tingling
Anaya S. Wallace
Adriana N. Washington
Moses Washington
Erica Yarborogh

**JURIS DOCTOR**
Charlsee P. Abernathy
Suraya A. Akkach
Lillian L. Akridge
Rianah J. Alexander
Ifunanya Anikamadu
Marguerite A. Bacon
Allen D. Baltimore
Tekia R. Bazemore
Hope E. Ben-Israel
Cameron J. Benton
Michala J. Blue
Destiny J. Boone
Lena Bradshaw
Alecia W. Brooks
Margie D. Brown
Shelley A. Brown
Steven B. Brown
Kennedy B. Bullis
Brittany T. Burks
Bryan U. Canales
Courtney C. Cannon
Joshua G. Carpenito
John P. Carpenter
Kaitlyn P. Chesney
Debra N. Cool
Donje M. Cooper

Adia D. Craig
Brent A. Damery
Simona Dautartaita
Delany S. Davis
Annie L. Dehart
Jillian R. Deiley
Dominique L. Douglass
Kailah L. Douglas
Olivia R. Fisher
Mi’Eja Z. Fox
Brianna V. George
Lorena P. Gomez
Daria A. Harrington
Terri S. Harris
Brittany C. Harry
Raun C. Haven
Brandon W. Hedgebeth
Matthew D. Hendley
Nehemias Hernandez-Lopez
Malik E. Hines
Ayanna S. Holden
Tyler Home
Lavanya S. Hospeti
Tiffany F. Hoyd
Diamond M. Humphrey
Nigia M. Hunt
Arielle M. James
Cori C. Johnson
Krishara L. Johnson
Kylar L. Kee
Adya Khanna
Malcolm E. Lewis
Jacqueline B. Long
Juan M. Lopez
Kiah L. Lynn
Paloma Magallanes
Shannon D. Martells
Shante N. Mays
James H. McAllister-Ashley
Kailah McClenny-Johnson
Blake A. McKay
Azariah Mclymore
Shanne A. McPherson
Christopher A. Medlock
Alanna R. Meek
Isaiah D. Milligan-Smith
Kayla Mitchell
Madison L. Mitchell
Marianna Mitchell

Makail K. Mosley
Faith A. Moss
Collin B. Nobles
Adaora L. Oguno
Deborah Olagunju
Keziah Opoku-Frimpong
Laurin Phillips
Nadiya Pope
Myia A. Pretty
Kelsey L. Purcell
Matthew A. Quigley
Kendall R. Rankin
Lexus L. Real
Brittany M. Reaves
Aaron J. Richards
Angelica D. Richardson
Kearra L. Richardson
Maame A. Sapon
Hazheen A. Selevany
Sheyenne Shropshire
Consuela Simmons
Kendra B. Simmons
Peter B. Simms
Shawn J. Singleton II
Jerry R. Singleton Pcolar
Kelsey M. Skaggs
Asia A. Skyers
Vabrice W. Smiley
Zachary A. Smith
Kenton T. Spencer
Antoinette A. Stone
Hillary Teoyotl
Jordan M. Thomas
Marcus J. Tingling
William Turner IV
Anaya S. Wallace
Hunter N. Walsh
Adriana N. Washington
Moses Washington
Taylor T. Way
Jennifer R. Whitmire
Paul T. Wood
Aaron M. Wrisbon
Diana Xavier
Erica Yarborogh
Lisa M. Yarbrough
Andrew B. Zavaleta

* Denotes Student Service Impact Awardee  ** Valedictorian

Candidates are listed as of the printing of the program. The appearance of a name on this program is not proof of graduation. Only a notation on an Official Transcript is proof of graduation. Honors representation is based upon accumulated grades at the completion of the previous term.
RECEPTIONS
Immediately following the ceremony unless otherwise indicated

ALLIED PROFESSIONS
H.M. Michaux, Jr. School of Education Building, Second Floor

ART AND DESIGN
C. Ruth Edwards Music Hall

BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Miller-Morgan Building, Room 244

BIOLOGY AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Mary M. Townes Science Complex, Room 1111

BUSINESS
C.T. Willis Commerce Building, Room G32

CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
Mary M. Townes Science Complex, Room 3001

COMMUNICATION DISORDERS
H.M. Michaux Jr. School of Education Building, First Floor

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Nursing Building Auditorium, Room 1110

ENVIRONMENTAL, EARTH AND GEOSPATIAL SCIENCE
Mary M. Townes Science Complex, Room 2221

EDUCATION
H.M. Michaux Jr. School of Education Building, Second Floor

HISTORY
Edmond Classroom Building, Room 201B

HUMAN SCIENCES
Mary M. Townes Science Complex, Room 1221

KINESIOLOGY AND RECREATION ADMINISTRATION
LeRoy T. Walker Physical Education Complex, Lobby

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Farrison-Newton Communications Building, Room 347

MASS COMMUNICATION
Farrison-Newton Communications Building, Lobby

MATHEMATICS & PHYSICS
Mary M. Townes Science Complex, Room 3229

MUSIC
C. Ruth Edwards Music Hall

NURSING
Nursing Building Lobby

PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
BRITE Building, Room 1050

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Hubbard-Totten Building, Room 102

PSYCHOLOGY
Taylor Education Building, First Floor Lobby

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Albert N. Whiting Criminal Justice Building, Room 202

PUBLIC HEALTH EDUCATION
Miller-Morgan Building, Auditorium Lobby

SOCIAL WORK
Miller-Morgan Building, Second Floor

SCHOOL OF LAW
Albert L. Turner School of Law, Great Hall

THEATRE AND DANCE
Farrison-Newton Communications Building, Room 103
INDUCTION INTO THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

I hereby solemnly pledge unbroken allegiance to my alma mater in appreciation for the opportunities for development afforded me as a student at North Carolina Central University.

I pledge active membership in the Alumni Association wherever I may be. Through association with fellow alumni, I shall ever do my best to uphold the ideals and traditions of my alma mater.

I pledge as a citizen to exemplify the high ideals thus implied, seeking truth always, rendering positive service to community, state, and nation, and so to live as ever to bring honor and respect to my alma mater.

Congratulations to our 2023 graduates!
Please text NCCUALUM to 72572 to receive your one-year complimentary membership to the NCCU Alumni Association and alumni T-shirt compliments of the NCCU Alumni Association and NCCU Office of Alumni Relations.